Foundation activities Week 8-10 (WC 1st June – 15th June) – complete one activity for each subject per week.
Subject
PSHE
Year 5

Research
Research the UN
convention on the
rights of a child by
looking at the power
point (attached) which
contains some of these
rights.

Design or draw it
All of the rights are
important, however, some
might be more important to
you than others.
Make a poster that includes
the 5 most important rights
to you (from the power point).
Remember to illustrate each
right if you can.

Make it
In 2018, UNICEF raised
money by asking thousands
of pupils across the UK to
kick, bounce, or carry a
football in the school
playground around a fun
obstacle course they’ve
designed!
Design a fun obstacle
course that you could use
to complete the activity
above. Even though this
event is in the past, it is a
nice reminder of the small
things we can do to make a
big difference to children
all around the world.

Question or test it
Choose 5 rights that are
most important to you.
Order them from most to
least important.
Why have you put them in
this order? Why is the one
you have chosen most
important to you?

PSHE – ‘Secondary School transition’ resources to be worked through at your own pace. Changing Me planning
and resources will be emailed to parents at the start of Week commencing 8thJune.
Resources for PSHE: See email attachment ‘PSHE power point UN convention’

Using the topics of the Using the ‘Denegeld’
Act as an Anglo Saxon King Was King Athelstan really
three Powerpoints given Powerpoint, choise one
or Viking Warrior to answer great?
to you, complete some
activity below:
the questions on the ‘Viking
further research on an
Raiders and Invaders’
Read the Anglo Saxon Kings
aspect of Viking life
- create a piece of Viking Powerpoint then create
text and answer the
that you are most
weaponry using things
your own Viking timeline.
comprehension questions
interested in and
that you can find
create your own report
around the house (junk
How ‘Creative’ and
or Powerpoint to teach
modelling).
‘Connected’ can you be to
someone in your home
- Draw an image of a
complete this task?
about your new
piece of Viking
knowledge.
weaponry
Resources for History
Viking Raiders and Invaders Powerpoint
Anglo Saxon Kings Text
Anglo Saxon Kings Questions
Anglo Saxon Kings Powerpoint
Danegeld Powerpoint
Our topic in RE is
Watch the video of ‘The Good Out of things found in your What did Jesus words say
RE
‘agape’ which means love Samaritan’- Create a cartoon
house/garden, create a
about selfless,
Agape
and compassion. Watch strip of the story of the Good piece of art that
unconditional love? Why do
the agape video and try Samaritan, explaining how
represents ‘Agape’ (love)
you think that these words
to answer the following ‘Agape’ love comes into the
have become so important
For example, could you lay
questions:
story.
to Christians throughout
out items in the shape of a the world? Do they have
What is Agape?
heart?
Who can live out
anything to say to people
Agape?
who are not Christians?
Where might you be
able to see Agape?
Resources for RE:
Agape https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slyevQ1LW7A
The Good Samaritan: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zcyr87h
Sermon on the Mount http://request.org.uk/jesus/teaching/the-sermon-on-the-mountintroduction/

History
Vikings

French – Y5
Spanish – Y6
PE

Complete one task from the new French booklet per week
Resources to be sent in Week 2. If you have time, you may enjoy revising by doing some of the Y5 resources in
Week 1.
At school, we use the REAL PE scheme and they have opened access to families to use this planning whilst homelearning using the link and password below.
Please have a look through the lessons and complete one lesson per week. You may find it easier to complete one
lesson per family per week and take part in the lesson with your siblings, or you may like to do a lesson by yourself.
The lessons are split into short 10 – 15 sections which could be taught all together or split across the day or the
week.
There are also EYFS/KS1 lessons and KS2 lessons. You may choose either age group. If selecting KS2, the videos
include all of the different FUNs levels so you can scroll through for more challenging activities if you wish,
The choice is yours.

Resources for PE:
Real PE guidance document
The Log In details for your parents are as follows:
Site: home.jasmineactive.com
Log In: parent@horrington-1.com
Password: horrington
There is also a “realPE at home – tips and ideas” public group on Facebook for parents to make use of with the chance to win prizes for
sharing their exploits with their children at home. This group has been made by realPE staff and is not related to Horrington School.

